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In September 2010, the International Martial Arts and Combat Sports Scientific Society (IMACCSSS) was founded in order to promote the scientific knowledge and culture of martial arts and combat sports (MA&CS). Since its inception, which was preceded by an intense activity carried out in the previous years, the IMACCSSS have brought together practitioners and academics from many parts of the world and, nowadays, a total of 121 members from 26 countries have joined this organization.

The Congress of the IMACCSSS is, undoubtedly, the main tool of the Society for facilitating direct contact among MA&CS researchers. The previous editions, held in Genoa (2012), Tsukuba (2013), Rzeszów (2014) and Brno (2015) (see references section below), have served to strengthen the MA&CS scientific global community and to establish permanent links among researchers. As a result, publications, projects, stays and a more fluid exchange of knowledge have developed. In summary, the very positive outcomes of the previous congresses encouraged us to organize this fifth edition in order to support the ongoing progress of the IMACCSSS and the MA&CS research.

This 5th IMACCSSS World Scientific Congress is focused on the scientific innovation of the knowledge in MA&CS. As in previous congresses, we propose a multidisciplinary approach, based in the belief that this is the only way of grasping the complexity and richness of MA&CS. Therefore, the congress is organized in five major sections:

1) Biological, kinesiological and physiological aspects of MA&CS
2) Coaching, training and health issues in MA&CS
3) Psychological, pedagogic and didactics in MA&CS
4) Historical, sociological and philosophical issues of MA&CS
5) Adaptative MA&CS

In addition, five conferences and two workshops conducted by reputed MA&CS researchers composed the scientific program of the congress. These conferences and workshops are aimed at presenting key aspects of current practical and theoretical knowledge of MA&CS. Special mention deserve the IMACCSSS Young Researchers Awards, which were created as a way to facilitate the integration of young researchers into the MA&CS scientific community, and to recognize high quality researches.
Applicants to these awards present their work in a specific section of the congress and are evaluated by a jury on the basis of the quality of the abstract submitted to the conference and the quality of the presentation.

This IMACSSS Congress Abstracts are composed of 64 abstracts (five conferences, two workshops, 39 oral presentations and 18 poster presentations), presented by a total of 152 researchers from 19 different countries and three continents. For the first time, the IMACSSS Congress Abstracts are published as a special issue of a regular journal, the Revista de Artes Marciales Asiáticas, which is one of the journals patronizing the event. This will increase the visibility of the works presented at the congress, improve their identification – as they all have an independent digital object identifier (DOI) – and will also help authors to spread their work easily. Due to these advantages, we hope this procedure will be followed in the next IMACSSS congresses. We also hope that many of the abstracts published in this special issue will be soon published as regular papers and encourage authors to work for that purpose.

We know that, in many cases, nowadays it is not easy for researchers to attend to international congresses due to economic constraints. Indeed we have missed some of our dear colleagues of the IMACSSS for the event. This is why we want to express our sincere gratitude to all participants attending the congress and we wish the rewards make the effort worthwhile. Finally, special thanks to all institutions and colleagues who have helped to organize and manage the event: the Organizing Committee, the Honor Committee, the Scientific Committee, the Patrons and many other colleagues involved in the Congress. Thank you all.
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Welcome Message
Prof. Dr. Wojciech J. CYNARSKI
President of IMACSSS

Dear Colleagues, Participants of the Congress in Rio Maior,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am very glad that the 5th World Congress of IMACSSS is organised this year in Rio Maior, Portugal. In this place we have the historical, very important event for Combat Sports and Martial Arts when researchers and people from practical world (leaders of associations, coaches, athletes, martial artists) can meet and develop own knowledge. I would like to express thanks for Professor Dr. António Vences de Brito and other organisers, and for people that are very helpful for this Congress. Behind us now lies several years of good organized work, integrating society of researchers of martial arts and combat sports. We held conferences in Genoa, Tsukuba, Rzeszow and Brno. During this year we will meet in Rio Maior, Portugal, in the following years - in Osaka (in conjunction with 50 year anniversary of JAB) and Rzeszow (25 year anniversary of IPA). We are carrying out a number of joint research projects as well. We are looking forward to continue to hear site proposals to organize the next conference of IMACSSS - in 2019 and in the following years. Especially seeing that in 2020 we will celebrate the first decade of our formal existence.

IMACSSS is also the patron of the quarterly Ido Movement for Culture. Journal of Martial Arts Anthropology. The Journal is, since December, in Thomson Reuters database for the purpose of indexation on Web of Science. Its SJR is currently rising in Scopus/Scimago index. The Revista de Artes Marciales Asiáticas is also constantly improving, meeting all the substantive and formal criteria.

I wish all participants of the meeting interesting and pleasantly spent days in Rio Maior, and for the organizers - a complete success.

Welcome Message
Prof. Dr. João MOUTÃO
Director of ESDRM

Dear Colleagues and Congress Participants,

On behalf of the Sport Sciences School of Rio Maior, Polytechnic Institute of Santarém, I am delighted to welcome all the delegates, researchers and their guests to the 5th IMACSSS World Scientific Congress and conference to be held in Rio Maior – Portugal from 6 to 8 October 2016. This will be a privileged opportunity for researchers, coaches and for practitioners to exchange new ideas, disseminate their work and fostering high level approaches in Martial Arts and Combat Sports. Rio Maior is a beautiful sport city and it will give participants the perfect context to reacquaint with colleagues and meet new friends.